On 3-23-11, at 10:10 a.m., the suspect entered La Fortuna Market, produced a handgun, pointed it at the victim and demanded money from the cash register. The suspect then demanded the victim’s wallet and fled the location Northbound on Griffin Avenue.

**SUSPECT:** Male, Hispanic, black hair, brown eyes, 6’00”–6’03”, 250 lbs, 30-35 years, wearing a blue baseball cap (worn backwards) with “RAMS” logo, blue hoodie, baggie grey pants

**TATTOOS:** Unknown tattoo on right side of neck

**DATE/TIME:** 03/23/11 @ 10:10 a.m.

**LOCATION:** La Fortuna Market
3378 Griffin Avenue

**WEAPON:** Stainless steel unknown semi-automatic handgun

**ADDL INFO:** **SUSPECT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS**

If you have additional information regarding this incident or the possible suspect, please contact Detective Young at (323) 342-8986 or Detective Negrete at (323) 342-8987.